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This is the ti m~ of year to thi~ about. winter management. The feed situation
may not be as good as it was earlier. Pastures may be gone and the flock on dry
feed, with a resulting decline.in nutrition and thrift. Now, it is extremely important at b~eeding time to have the ewes gaining in thrift rather than declining.
Many still have the breeding season ahead. If you want a large number of ~iins, it
is advisable to feed extra for about three weeks before the breeding season starts.
In the case of late breeding, it is necessa~T to feed some grain to accomplish this.
A half a pound of grain per e1;le, given two or three weeks before the ram is turned
i n , will raise the thrift of the ewes and result in greater fertility. If you have
never done this, try it out. You will be well pleased with the results.
Nm'l to get dmm to the old stoIJr of parasites. They are the constant problem
of sheep raisers. With phenothiazine nm'l in the picture, it is possible to hold
internal parasites down to a minimum. This, h01;lever, means winter treatments to do
the most thorough job. A thorough job means treating the breeding flock twice during the winter with phenotruazine,- one given early, say some time in December, for
the purpose of cleaning the flock and getting as much thrift as possible during the
winter. The second treatment then should be given before the sheep go to pasture
in the early spring. Let's analyze why this second treatment and see why it is so
important and so effective in a program of worm control. In this part of the country where we have 101;1 temperatures in the winter, our worm problem is less for the
reason that worm eggs on the ground are killed if exposed to a temperature as low as
15 degrees above zero. That means that the bulk of the infestation of these worms
which carries over on the farm is carried over in the wintering flock. Therefore
if we clean the wintering flock before they go to pasture, w·e will prevent the
spread of fresh infestat-ion in the pasture. If we give this treatment two or thre·e
weeks before the sheep go to pasture, they are then clean and do not infest the pasture, providing,of course, the sheep are not allowed to run on this land in late
winter and early spring before treating. This practice is good business in this
part of the country.
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is not well, of course, to treat the flock close up to lambing time. But
another story and we can discuss it later. The important thing ri~t now is
for these two winter treatments and follo1;1 them through religiously ana then
feed phenothia.?;ine with salt next summer.

The phenothia zine, if you do not already know it, comes in three forms,- as a
powder, as a re ady~ixed drench, and as a bolus or capsule. The powder form is the
cheapest. It can be mixed readily with water and administered in individual doses
as a drench. It can be used as a powder in the feed where grain is being fed. This
method is satisfactory providing, of course, that all sheep get their fair share of
the dose. That means having enough trough space so that all can eat at the same
time. It means also dividing the sheep so that the stronger ones can feed together
and the weak ones by themselves. This saves a lot of work and is satisfactory, although we would prefer the individual dose as we kno~ the~ exactly the amount taken
by each sheep.
(Over)

-2One ounce of the powder is a dose for any sheep that you would have on hand at
this time. When lambs get over about -50 . pounds in weight, it is well to give them
the same dose as the adult sheep.
I have many reports from farmers who are using phenothiazine according to the
plan just sugge'3ted. These report.s all indicate a high degree of success for the
use of this drug in controlling parasites. The cost may seem 'a lit tIe high as compared to VThat some have, been spending in the past, but the results obtained justify
the expendi tureo A ph imoth~.G~ zine program is tl:..e difference between success in the
sheep bus:iness and death 1038 g unthrift:l:ness, and very much reduced returns. I do
not hesitate to be very positive in saying that any grower who will follow the plan
outlined above will fina a distinct reduction in parasitic infestation in his flock
and damages which go \'1i th this infestation •
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